Normal subjects attend toward the middle of grouped items (center of mass effect). In order to learn if mass effect could influence performance on line bisection tasks and if the spatial orientation of the line (vertical vs. horizontal) could influence center of mass effect, we administered bisection tasks to 16 normal subjects using either lines composed of two unequal segments (one thick and one thin) or unsegmented lines. When the longer segment was to the right, left, up, or down, subjects erred by deviating their bisection toward the longer segment (center of mass effect). Our results demonstrate that the center of mass effect can be seen with bisection tasks and is greater in the vertical than in the horizontal dimension.
INTRODUCTION
Line bisection tasks have been used to assess attentional biases. In these tasks the entire line is the object of attention. When one attempts to bisect a line, one places their mark such that the line appears to be divided into two equal parts. However, attention may influence estimates of magnitude such that when a subject directs attention more to one part of a line (e.g., right) than to the opposite part (e.g., left), that subject will bisect a line toward the side (e.g., right) to which he directs more attention (Milner, Brechman, & Pagliarini, 1992) .
One normally saccades to the spatial position to where one is attending. Coren and Hoenig (1972) showed that normal subjects saccade toward the
